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Abstract: Thought still at its first steps, cloud governance lays the foundation upon
which business innovations can be built. It fills in the gaps left by cloud providers and
allows major players on the IT market to be challenged by small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) for their share.
At the core of cloud governance, its bus enables interaction and communication be-
tween various services and governance components. The cloud governance bus is a
step forward for the enterprise service bus (ESB) into the cloud environment, address-
ing data integration and full implementation of enterprise integration patterns.
This paper covers current requirements for ESB migration to the cloud environment
and proposes a cloud governance architecture that meets the given requirements.
Keywords: cloud governance, cloud management, cloud governance bus, enterprise
integration patterns.
1 Introduction
Cloud migration is an ongoing process to which small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
must adhere such that they can benefit of the advantages given by its economic model. This
adoption can enable them to challenge large enterprises by creating niche solutions or grouping
themselves in order to provide complex applications that are tailored for their customers’ needs.
According to [13], cloud computing can be summed up in five core characteristics: on-demand
self-service, ubiquitous network access, location independent resource polling, rapid elasticity and
pay-per-use. The last one, pay-per-use, is a clear incentive as to why cloud adoption is desired.
Cloud adoption is also driven by technical characteristics like virtualization, service orientation,
link with business models, strong fault tolerance, and loosely coupling, as identified in [10] .
The large amount of proprietary technologies used by cloud vendors and the lack of cloud
standards has lead to the fragmentation of cloud environments making development hard. By
having multiple deployment models (public, community, hybrid and private clouds), the gap is
further enlarged because of the different type of policies that need to be implemented for each
of them.
Several solutions that are built on-top of cloud infrastructures (IaaS) come in aid by offering
flexible cloud-independent development environments and partially handling de facto things like
resource provisioning, management and monitoring. Unfortunately, these platform-as-a-service
(PaaS) solutions lack the functionality that is required to have a complete cloud management
solution and require a set of complementary services, as exposed in [6–8].
Furthermore, current cloud applications run in isolation or in a small clusters [19] even though
there is a demand for application integration at SaaS level [4, 5, 19]. This leads to the necessity
of a central entity whose purpose is to enable both service and data integration and create a
unitary ecosystem where applications can be easily created, managed, discovered and can easily
interact one another, the necessity for cloud governance.
Copyright c⃝ 2006-2012 by CCC Publications
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Cloud governance, a step forward for service oriented architecture (SOA) governance, is
essential for full cloud adoption, and even the lack of a partial solution can lead to serious
challenges [14]. While not part of SOA governance itself, an enterprise service bus (ESB) is
a flexible connectivity infrastructure for integrating applications and services [1]. Similarly to
SOA, cloud governance can benefit from the use of such a bus.
This paper focuses on defining the requirements for a cloud governance bus while providing
partial solutions in the form of already available software. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. Our motivation and related work is covered in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the
mOSAIC project and its component, the Cloud Agency (CA). Our proposed cloud governance
architecture is covered in section 4. The main results are presented in Section 5 and conclusions
and future work are presented in Section 6.
2 Motivation and Related Work
2.1 Cloud management and governance
Cloud Management is covered in Distributed Management Task Force’s (DMTF) white papers
[7,8] which identify concerns and issues related to aspects of cloud service lifecycle, components in
the architecture for managing clouds etc. The white papers describe management requirements
in close relationship with governance ones.
The growing interest in cloud management solutions has lead to an abundance of PaaS
solutions, like mOSAIC1, OpenShift2, Cloud Foundry3, or Morfeo 4CaaSt4. However, little
interest is payed o cloud governance related concerns like data and security management, logging
and audit, event management and others.
A clear place for cloud governance in relation to a generic cloud management architecture
is specified in [7]. Important information related to cloud governance covering Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), security patterns and controls are covered in [6].
Several enterprises have taken interest in cloud governance and have integrated it as part of
their PaaS solutions: enStratus5, WSO2 Stratos6 and Fiorano Cloud Platform7.
2.2 Enterprise Service Bus in the cloud
Building an enterprise service bus is a challenge for any developer because of the complexity
of integrating multiple services in one environment, the use of different technologies etc. There
is a high variety available of ESBs ranging from commercial ones to open source ones like IBM
WebSphere Message Broker8, ORACLE ESB9, Fuse ESB10, Mule ESB11, Petals ESB12, JBoss
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While not originally designed for the cloud, ESBs are slowly making their way into cloud
environments. Some PaaS providers offer them alongside their products either built in or as
a service. Some of the commercial ESB providing solutions are WSO2 Statos, Fiorano Cloud
Platform, Netperspective Cloud ESB15 and others, while open source ones are Mule ESB16.
3 mOSAIC
mOSAIC17 is an FP7-ICT project [12], which is developing a platform that promotes an open-
source Cloud application programming interface (API) and a platform targeted for developing
multi-Cloud oriented applications. Its goal is to provide enough freedom both at resource and
programming level such that cloud-based services can be easily developed and deployed.
The architecture of the platform [16] is designed around the use of open and standard in-
terfaces. Its main goal is to provide a unified Cloud programming interface which enables the
flexibility needed to build inter-operable applications across different Cloud providers [15]. mO-
SAIC is comprised of the mOSAIC API and the Cloud Agency.
The Cloud Agency [2,17,18] is a multi-agent system that has been designed to handle resource
provisioning and monitoring and also to handle reconfiguration of resources. The Cloud Agency
is easily accessible to the mOSAIC platform through a REST interface. Built around a semantic
engine, the Cloud Agency has capabilities that allow dynamic discovery and mapping of cloud
providers. The Cloud Agency works at an IaaS level within the mOSAIC platform.
4 Cloud Governance Architecture
The proposed cloud governance architecture (Figure 1) is built in close relation with mO-
SAIC’s Cloud Agency and is designed to offer a variety of services which complement it. This
architecture closely follows DMTF’s white paper [7] and is built as a multi-agent system. The
Cloud Agency exposes itself within the ecosystem as services.
A clear representation of the system is depicted in Figure 1, and is composed of four subsys-
tems: Service Management, Security Management, Audit Management and Governance Man-
agement. Each of the these subsystems is made of several agents, each agent being able to serve
several of them.
The Service Management subsystem is in charge of service lifecycle management (publish-
ing, brokering, instantiation/commissioning, etc.). Of the agents which compose it, the Service
Management Agent is the most important one as it stores all service related information in the
Service Datastore.
Security Management handles all security for our governance solution. The Service Man-
agement Agent is the core of this subsystem as it handles storing, retrieving, generating all the
security information within the system.
The Audit Management subsystem covers all governance monitoring, ranging from cloud
resource monitoring to service monitoring. It also uses a set of policies in order to notify the
system or human administrator of possible errors/faults.
Governance Management manages the system based on setting and policies. It makes sure
that all agents are running and that there is a sufficient number so that all systems work properly.
Several issues have been thought of when designing the system:
15http://www.netspective.com/netspective-cloud-esb-overview
16http://www.mulesoft.org/
17Open source API and Platform for multiple Clouds
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• complete integration of cloud management (cloud resource management, scaling, monitor-
ing, reconfiguration);
• complete service management and lifecycle related issues (including scaling, monitoring
and reconfiguration);
• complete security and privacy management;
• compliance with business practices and standards.
Figure 1: Cloud Governance
5 Cloud Governance Bus
The traditional role of an ESB in a SOA environment is to simplify access by hiding the
complexity of the underlying system and providing a generic way for querying, accessing and
interacting between services. This is achieved by handling the routing and monitoring of messages
between services, handling service deployment and versioning etc.
Similarly to the ESB, a cloud governance bus (CGB) needs to be able to handle messages
(queuing, sequencing), security, exceptions, protocol conversion and provide an adequate level
of quality of services (QoS). Unlike traditional ESBs, our proposed CGB implements enterprise
integration patterns (EIP) as well as data integration (extraction, transformation, loading, map-
ping) which enables easy access to datastores as well as other components like the integrated
Scala implementation of ActiveMQ provided by Apache Apollo18.
The CGB is first and foremost designed to handle the internal communication of our proposed
cloud governance solution in a secure manner. Having ESB-like features is a secondary goal. As
SOA allows for the development of both tightly coupled and loosely coupled services, having the
opportunity to integrate them in our CGB is nice to have, but not a priority.
The following list summarizes what CGB features we would like/are a must having:
• Support both synchronous and asynchronous interaction between services
• Allow message operations like filtering, routing, translating
18http://activemq.apache.org/apollo/
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• Allow various forms of message routing including, but not limited to, static routing, content-
based routing, rules-based routing, policy-based routing
• Allow both statically and dynamically bound services
• Allow any type of data to be handled
• Handle semantic transformation if required
• Allow the possibility to define message channels
• Separate system messages from service messages
• Allow various ways in which endpoints can be defined
In his paper, Kiran Kanetkar discusses several functions that an ESB must handle [11]:
routing, transformation, adaptation, messaging, orchestration, UDDI registry, security, consumer
integration, service integration, metrics and management, and B2B. However, for building our
cloud governance system, we only need to handle the most important functions as well as EIP.
In [3], Rob Barry identifies several problems an ESB has to face when being deployed in a
cloud environment. Because of the various deployment environments (public, hybrid or private
clouds) an ESB must adopt specific security policies (encryption) when dealing with the messages
or authentication within the system. Another issue is the latency that can arise from sending
messages between various clouds and the transport protocols the ESB needs to know.
5.1 Using Akka and Apache Camel
In order to address the issues related with building a cloud governance bus, two technologies
that can cover them were identified, solutions that are event-driven and enable EIP and data
integration. One of them, Akka19, is an event-driven middleware in Scala20. While not a tra-
ditional, FIPA compliant, multi-agent system, Akka can be used successfully for building high
performance and reliable distributed applications.
Akka’s architecture allows easy mapping of agents to its Actor system. Its event driven system
allows building reactive agents, facilitating them with mailboxes, another feature needed for an
CGB. Akka’s high-performance, self-healing, transparent-distributed system is complemented by
features like support for various development libraries that enhance it like REST, Comet, Spring,
Guice, Lift, Apache CameTM, Persistence and AQMP libraries.
Akka’s Apache CamelTM module allows easy integration with it. Apache CamelTM is a
versatile open-source integration framework based on known Enterprise Integration Patterns.
It enhances our CGB by enabling the definition of routing and mediation rules in a variety
of languages. It can be easily integrated into any kind of transport of messaging model that our
CGB employs, and enhances or cloud governance architecture’s ability to communicate with 3rd
party applications and partners.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
Unlike large enterprises which have the resources (financial and otherwise) to build and main-
tain their own infrastructure, SMEs find themselves lacking and looking elsewhere for support.
That support is found in the Cloud, where they can delegate infrastructure management to cloud
19http://akka.io/
20http://www.scala-lang.org/
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providers benefiting from the given pay per use economic model. However they are somewhat
limited and need a governance solution that enables them to group and provide complex, targeted
services tailored for their customers’ needs.
Cloud governance is complementary to cloud management through the services it provides.
By having a cloud governance bus as the core of our cloud governance architecture, we enable
a new approach to business integration and to building a highly complex and business oriented
ecosystem.
This paper tried to cover requirements for a cloud governance bus from the perspective
of our proposed governance architecture. Future work will cover patterns for building highly
interdependent cloud services by using our bus to route and translate their messages.
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